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Abstract
‘Looking back’ to trace the evolutionary paths of change of emerging nanotechnological

systems – The case of ZnO nanostructures

This presentation puts forward a quantitative approach aimed at the understanding of the
evolutionary paths of change of emerging nanotechnological innovation systems. The empirical case

of zinc oxide (ZnO) nanostructures is used. In line with other authors, ‘problems’ are visualized as

those aspects guiding the dynamics of innovation systems. It is argued that the types of problems
confronted by an innovation system, and in turns its dynamics of change, are imprinted on the nature

of the underlying knowledge bases. The latter is operationalized through the construction of
co-citation networks from scientific publications. These co-citation networks are endowed with

directionality through the allocation of a particular problem area, drawn from a ‘problem space’ for

nanomaterials, to each network node. By analyzing the structural and cognitive changes undergone

by these problem -attached networks, it is attempted to infer the nature of the paths of change of
emerging nanotechnological innovation systems. In broader terms, the results stress the evolutionary

mechanisms underlying change in a specific nanotechnology field. It is also observed that ‘looking

back’ at the nature of the knowledge bases underpinning technologies may provide crucial insights
into the level of technological emergence.

Detecting Research Fronts based on W eighted Citation Network Analysis

One of the important methodologies for detecting the research fronts is the citation network analysis.

Especially, citation network analysis with weights has possibilities of finding the new research fronts
compared with non-weighted and single type of citation networks. In this presentation, we perform a

comparative study to investigate the each type of citation networks in detecting a research front
using visibility, speed, topological relevance and keyword similarity.

Separating the wheat from the chaff – Detecting emerging topics in science by a multivariate

analysis
Emerging topic detection oftentimes relies on citation-based indicators. Drawbacks of these kinds of

indicators are that timely analysis is not possible because of the citation window and that the trends

to be discovered and their respective documents must have already been noted by other scientists.
However, history shows that important publications have been ignored by the scientific community

as it happened for example in the case of Mendel. In this presentation we propose an approach that

only uses indicators that are available at the time of publication of the analysed documents. For

instance, the vocabulary used in the publications is compared with that of former topics and
publications to deduce whether new concepts are introduced or not. A likewise procedure is
performed with the references of the documents to see whether the documents rely heavily on single

former established concepts or on a mixture of these. Other indicators like the journals chosen for
publication, the age of references
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